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"Tell the truth and don't be afraid."

IBHE recommends
new basic skills
test be given earlier
Sun-lim~

report prompts
harder test,
earlier testing
By Scott Miller
Administration reporter

In response to articles by the
Chicago Sun-Times reporting that

A lounge room with comfortable chairs that overlooks the atrium of the library waits to be used by students as
soon as Booth library opens.

Booth opens Thursday
By Joseph Ryan
News editor

After more than 30 months of
renovation, restoration and expansion, Booth Library is set to open its
doors Thursday with all service desks
available.
However,
the
More inside library's new south
Booth does not
entrance will not
open until
be accessible for
Thursday, but
another 10 days or
students will get
a sneak peak at more, and the new
part of the library atrium will be "the
last area to come
today.
together," Allen
Page 8
Lanham, dean of
Library Services, said.
But by opening day Lanham
expects to have more than 60 percent

of the library materials moved in
from the temporary library locations.
All of the materials, except COs and
video cassettes, will be housed in the
new library by the end of February.
A retrieval system similar to the
one used now to retrieve materials
that have already been moved into
Booth will be in place to access books
that have not yet been moved.
"Instead of going to the desks at
McAfee to get the materials, the students will come (to Booth)," he said.
All of the service desks will be set
up by Thursday including circulation,
reference, library technology, periodicaVreserves and information, he said.
Shirley Stewart, interim vice president for student affairs, said she is
"very much looking forward to open-

ing day."
She also said the executive boards
of the Staff, Student and Faculty senates have been invited to participate
with interim President Lou H encken
in Thursday's ribbon-cutting ceremony at 1 p.m.
The library is scheduled to open
to the public for normal hours, which
span from 8 a.m. to 11:45 p.m.
In addition, the lobby of the north
entrance will be opened up on
Monday for a "sneak preview,"
Stewart said. The public will not be
allowed beyond the lobby area, but
she said it will give a good feel for
what the library will look like on
opening day.

See BOOTH Page 8

Illinois teachers are not meeting
basic teaching requirements, the
Illinois Board of Higher Education
is trying to ensure that teacher certification standards are up to par.
Last fall a new basic skills test was
instituted and the IBHE recommended universities test students
before they enter into teacher education programs.
The board recommended that
universities use the basic skills test
and all other teacher content tests as
gateways into the teacher preparation program.
Eastern had already adapted
these recommendations "before
IBHE made the recommendations,"
Doug Bower, associate dean of the
college of education and professional studies, said. "Eastern instituted a
rule effective last fall that students
must complete the test in order to be
accepted into the education program."

The changes were prompted by a
report done by the IBHE and the
Sun-Times. It states that 47 percent
of active teachers listed in the
Teacher Record Service file have
never taken any teacher certification
exam.
According to the report, 2,428

,, _________

We want to ensure that no
student will be involved in
student teaching before they
have completed the test.

,,

Donald Sevener,
IBHE communication director

______

educational personnel,such as teachers, administrators and librarians,
failed the basic skills test at least once
during the 2000-01 school year.
According to the report, the test "is
widely regarded as having about a
ninth grade difficulty level." In the
same year, 3,167 educational personnel failed one of 83 subject matter
tests, the report found.
Since that time, the board issued
a new, more difficult basic skills test
in fall 2001.The test is considered to
be at a college sophomore difficulty
level and may be even more difficult
for students to pass. The report's
findings were presented during last
week's IBHE meeting at DePaul
University.
"The test currently is most widely used as a gateway out of the program," Donald Sevener, IBHE communication director, said. "Students
can take the test at any time in their
college career. We want to ensure
that no student will be involved in
student teaching before they have
completed the test.
"We want to make sure that
everyone gets the message that the
state is serious about its teaching
programs," Sevener said. "We must
ensure the public that teachers have
met the minimal requirements to
become a teacher."

Campus group works to start, not prevent, praire fires
By Jessica Danielewicz
Student government editor

Not many organizations work
with ftre, but controlled burnings
of prairie and woodland areas is
just one of the many environmental projects conducted by the EIU
Natural H eritage Preservation
Society.
A relatively new group on campus, the organization was started
in April of 2000 and currently has
approximately 20 members, said
Jason Madlem, vice president of
the group. A majority of members
are environmental biology maj ors,
but the organization is open to
anybody.

Getting t0
know your
campus

~~•n
,. ::
,,

An occasiooal fea1ure looking at organizations
and people 1hat are part ofEastem's campus.

"It appeals to a lot of different
people," Nick Owens, president
of the society, said.
T he NHPS is a good experience for biology- related majors,
Owens said, adding that the society offers members a chance to do
hands-on work, not just listen to
guest speakers.
"T hat's not our main focus,"
Owens said. Typically the group
hosts one or two speakers per

semester.
T he EIU N HPS works in conjunction with a local nature conservancy called the E mbaras
Volunteer Stewards on environmental projects including seed
collecting, controlled bums,
endangered species monitoring
and restoration work, Owens said.
Depending on the season, the
group is busy conducting Saturday
workdays at sites around Coles,
Effmgham and Douglas counties,
conducting controlled fires , collecting seeds or monitoring
endangered species, Madlem said.

See FIRES Page 11

The Natural Heritage Preservation Society, a relatively new group on campus, works with controlled praire and woodlawn burnings as an environmental project.
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Thursday

Colin McAuliffe/ Assoc. photo editor

Taisha Mikel Oeft), graduate student and family and consumer sciences major, and Monique Cook Bey (right),
associate director of Student life, cook up some fried chicken Sunday evening at the Soul Food dinner, held at
the African American Culture Center. Members of the Sigma Gamma Rho sorority hosted the dinner.

Dinner-theater event held as part
of movement to stop violence
Reservations for dinner need to be made today
By Heather Robinson
Activities editor

To reach us
By foot: The Daily Eastern News
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Buzzard Hall, which is at
Seventh Street and Garfield
Avenue next to the Tarble Arts
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from the life Science Building.
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Friday

"The Vagina Monologues" is
coming to Eastem this week, and
the deadline to purchase tickets for
the dinner portion of the event is
Monday.
"The Vagina Monologues" will
be petf01med on Friday at 8:00
p m., with a dinner beforehand at
6:30 p m., in the Grand Balhuom of
the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
Reservations for the dinner patt
of the show must be made by
Monday, a press release said. For
those only attending the show,

reservations must be made by
Thw·sday.
The dinner-theater event will be
pe1f01med in honor of V-Day, a
worldwide movement to stop violence against women and girls, a
press release said.
"The Vagina Monologues" is
based on intetviews with a diverse
group of women.
The intetviews explored sexually-oriented questions "often pondered, but seldom asked," the press
release said.
Admission is $40 for the general
public and $35 for Eastern, Lake
Land College and high school s1udents for the dinner and the show.

The show-only tickets at·e $20
for the public and $15 for s1udents.
Tickets may be pm chased
through the Sexual Assault
Connseling and
Inf01mation
Service (SACIS), located in the
basement of Lawson Hall, at The
Razorz Edge or at Towne Square
Jewelers, the press release said.
Ninety percent of the proceeds will
go to SACIS, while the remaining
10 percent will go towat·d a fimd
for Afghan women.
The event is sponsored by The
Razorz Edge, Towne Square
Jewelers, University Board and
Attebeny and Marshall Heating and
Air.

police

blotter
Drug Equipment
Possession
• Julian Dehio, 19, of236 Weller
Hall was atl·ested Jan. 30 at 6:37
p.m. at Weller Hall for possession
of drug equipment.

Theft

Lecture on Mrican Americans, media
By Anne Barrett
Staff writer

In celebration of African
American Heritage Month, Annette
Samuels, journalism professor, will
present a lecture entitled "African
Americans in the Media" at 6 p.m.
Monday.
During her lecture, Samuels will
disruss the long heritage of African
Americans, which dates back over

200 years.
She will also provide information
about the relationship between
African Americans and the media

"I hope people will have a greater
appreciation for African American
media," Samuels said.
Samuels was asked to speak about
African Americans in the media
because of her background knowledge and personal experiences with
the media. She has been involved
professionally with the media for over

munications for the mayor of
Washington D .C.
Before Samuels became a faculty
member in Eastern's j ournalism
department, she served as the exerutive director of the District of
Columbia's Commission for Women.

• On Jan. 30 it was rep01t ed that a

license plate was stolen from a
vehicle while it was pat·ked in the
Ninth St. pat·king lot. Tills incident
is nnder investigation.
On Feb. 1 it was repotted that two
Play Station 2 games were stolen
from room 563 of Cannan Hall.
This incident is nnder investigation.

Disorderly Conduct

30years.
In 1979, Samuels joined President

• On Jan. 31 it was rep01t ed that a

Jimmy Carter's White House staff as
an assistant press secretary.
From 1981 to 1987, she served as
press secretary and director of com-

sign was removed fi:om the gronnd
at the Lamda Chi Alpha fraternity
house. This incident is nnder
investigation.
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Eastern's first observatory being built by students
New facility
should be open
this fall

,, ______

It's a benefit to the community. Wow, it's going to be
incredible.
Keith Andrew,
physics professor

By Maura Possley
campus editor

Students are helping to build
Eastern's first astronomy observatory that is expected to open for
classes this fall.
The idea for an observatory
for the astronomy department,
the largest department of the
physical sciences, was developed
by Randy R ight, an Eastern
alumni, approximately five years
ago, Keith Andrew, physics professor, said.
"It's slow, but we're getting
there," Andrew said. "We're getting excited."
Since then, Right worked with
the Physical Plant to plan and
design the observatory and held
fundraisers to fund the project,
Andrew said.
There is no observatory for the
astronomy department presently
and Andrew said in order for
classes to view the sky and "spend
more time doing astronomy
stuff," 30 to 40 minutes of the
two hour class period is used to
carry equipment to the roof of the
Physical Science building.
Andrew also said with the new

______

,,

observatory, students will benefit
from more class time viewing the
sky, instead of carrying equipment on and off of the roof.
Currently, the 20 by 40 foot
foundation has been laid for the
observatory and students are
working to build hemispherical
domes to enclose each of the
large telescopes, Andrew said.
T he observatory is located
west of Fourth Street past the
baseball diamonds, next door to
the Alexander Barn.
"It will be fun to have a central
location," Andrew said. "It looks
very promising."
The observatory will house
computers, two large telescopes,
12 smaller telescopes, binoculars
and a planetarium computer,
Andrew said.
T he planetarium computer
will project images onto the
observatory walls that are seen
through the large telescopes that
look through the roof, enabling
many people to see the images,

Stratia Stein/Staff photographer

Eastern's future observatory will be located west of Fourth Street near Alexander Barn. The observatory is due
to be operable this fall.

Andrew said.
Computers in the observatory
will enable students to take digital pictures of images in the sky
and save them into a computer
and allow students to further analyze the images in classrooms and
for years to come, he said.
"Having it all computerized
brings it all up to state of the art,"

Andrew said.
The hemispherical domes are
six feet and twelve feet in diameter, and three feet and six feet in
height, protecting the large telescopes from wind, Andrew said.
Andrew said students are
building the domes as a class project for a special topics class in
which they work with professors

on the design and build to earn
credit.
Charleston-area junior high
schools and high schools will also
get to take advantage of the new
observatory, free of charge,
Andrew said.
"It's a benefit to the community," he said. "Wow, it's going to be
incredible."

Rental Housing?
If you need a place for one ...

From one room efficiencies to one BR
apts to 2BR units priced for one, you can
be close or far, cheap or pricey, plain or
deluxe, from $250-375.

Are t hese in your future?
Th ~en yo~ u, n e ~ed .... A JOB!!!

Or perhaps you have a twosome ...

2 BR apts ranging from $190-275 per
person, some close, some far, some
including CATV & water, some furnished.

How does $2~5K ., 60K sound for star1ing salari,es?

Three of you?

A couple of houses in prime locations. Or
check the best deal for the dollar: 3BR for
3@ $140/person - good quality, small
apartments - not too good to be true.
Brittany Ridge Townhouses for 3-5

Career Services On-Campus Interviews 2/18-2/28
St~ate

Farm-Cofip . C IS,AIS,M&CS,,
ACCT. FIN

SP & SU 02

2/ 18/ 02

Edward Jlo:n es

CIS

l nrterns

2/ 20/ 02

Roomy, ale, washer/dryer, dishwasher,
2.5 baths, 3 or 4 bedrooms. As low as
$188-300 per person depending on term
and number of residents.

Aid I

Any

SP &. SU 0.2

2/ 22/ 012

Von Maull

Any

SP & SU 02

2/ 25/ 0'2

Call 345-4489 - Lists at 1512 A Street

Shaw Industries

Any

SP 10 2

2/ 26/ 02

WEI

Any

,SP 02

2/ 26/ 02

Abercrombie

Any

SP02

2/ 27/ 02

& Fitelh

Advertise and make
more MONE ~ !!!

flr:st. register wHh Career S~ervic~s a f 3040 SSB. Then, sign 'UP for
inte~lews at http:/ / eiu.erecruiHng.,coml. After you login. use the
Calendar t unc:tion with the On-Ca1
m pus !I nterview toggle ~on to
see and select interviews.• or sJgn-up by ~calling Career Services
,a f 217/ 581 · 7461.

Laying a foundation for the future
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Spend money
to get money
n light of state cuts forcing Eastern to return about
$2.3 million of its current operating budget, it may
seem rather extravagant for the university interim
president and one of the vice presidents to be visiting
Washington D. C.
But as the old adage goes, you have to spend money to
make money, and that's exactly what interim President
L ou Hencken and ]ill
Nilsen, vice president for
Securing the funds
external
relations, were
Lou Hencken and Jill Nilsen's
efforts to do their best to secure doing during their recent
trip to the capital. They
all the federal funding they can
for Eastern is appreciated.
were trying to secure federal dollars for Eastern, and
Presidents Bush's last State of the Union Address offers
hope to their cause.
Bushs pledge to upgrade teacher colleges and teacher
training resonates through the halls of many institutions,
including Eastern. The goal appears promising for universities like Eastern which educates many of the state's
future teachers.
However, as one area congressman pointed out last
week, President Bushs budget may not support his pledge
to improve teacher education, which makes it increasingly
important for Eastern to lobby on its own.
Rep. David P helps, 0 -Eldorado, whose congressional
district includes Charleston, indicated the presidents budget may not be able to accommodate increased federal
funding for teacher colleges as well as a defense spending
increase and tax cuts.
As next year's budget becomes a reality, so too will juggling those competing interests.
It is in the best interest of Eastern, the second largest
producer of teachers in Illinois, to ensure the interests of
teacher education schools aren't dropped amidst the federal budget j uggling act.
That is why it is important for representatives of this
university, including, but not limited to, H encken and
Nilsen, make the needs of this institution known.
Ensuring that the states future educators are well prepared has always been a focus of this institution, but it
doesn't hurt to acquire some federal funding to sharpen
that focus.
Theres no guarantee Eastern will see more federal dollars, but trying is definitely worth the cost of a couple
plane tickets.

I

• The editorial is the majority opinion of The Daily Eastern News
editorial board.

Today's quote
,, ____________________
_
Dignity is fighting weakness and winning.

,,

Lola Falana

_____________________

umor has it Booth
Library is finally reopening on Thursday.
And as long as some
kind of Valentine's Day massacre
doesn't take place, it actually looks
like its going to happen this time.
The Booth renovation has
been the center of many students'
frustrations with this university
Bill Ruthhart
during the past three years. The
Editor in chief
college crowd on campus has
grown sick of wandering around
construction fences and tolerating continued delays.
But with Booth opening its new doors on Thursday, ail of
that is over with, right? Hardly. In fact, the Booth and Food
Court projects are just the tip of the iceberg, the tail of the
Panther, so to speak.
If you think you've had it bad,just wait and see what kind
inconveniences and likely delays students will incur in the next
15 years. Over the next decade or two, when, and if, any of us
come back to visit, we're going to encounter a campus enduring
a costly, and likely messy, face lift.
By that time, Seventh Street will be permanently closed,
essentiaJiy turning Eastern into a pedestrian campus. The
expansion of the Doudna Fine Arts Center will stretch across
where the street used to be. New parking will appear south of
the Tarble Arts Center, replacing a few tennis courts. The
Health Services building will be knocked down, and a new one
will be built in between Thomas and Klehrn halls.
The Physical Science Building will be renovated as will the
Life Science Builldng and the Student Services Building. New
textbook rental, science, chemical storage, computer network
and central storage buildings will be constructed.
The Tarble Arts and Student Recreation centers will undergo additions, a new Greek Court housing unit will be erected
and a new print center will be built. Lets not forget a new student suite housing unit, an astronomy observatory, a university
life-long learning center, student apartment housing and a
10,000-seat convocation center are ail also among Eastern's
plans for the next 15 years.
The casualties? The Booth House, Brainard House, Linder
House, Life Science Annex and International H ouse. They are
ail slated to be demolished to make room for these projects
which are ail listed in Eastern's Master Plan.
All that makes the Booth and Food Court projects look like
mere appetizers to a very large meal. Future students should
probably stock up on their antacids because to finish off that

Alumna guarantees
students will enjoy
ASB experience
I have been reading several articles
lately about the Alternative Spring
Break Program offered by the Newman
Catholic Center. As a former ASB participant myself, I just thought I would
give a little insight to those of you who
are still deciding what to do for that one
sacred week away from classes.
Freshman year I traveled to Battle
Creek, Mich., and worked with Habitat
for Humanity. We were building a twostory house for a family with eight children. There was one wail still exposed in
the house that only had drywaJJ on it,
and every university that had volunteers
contribute to the house got to sign it.
So, somewhere under the layers of sweat
and tears reads "Eastern Illinois
University." That makes me smile knowing that even today, they know EIU was
there.
Sophomore year, I chose to visit St.
Paul, Minn., and worked for local
Catholic Charities. j unior year, New
York caught my eye with a site offered
that I couldn't pass up. A place caJJed
"Gods Love We Deliver" is a non-profit
organization that prepares and distrib-
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hearty feast, there's sure to be a Jot
of discomfort.
All the nuisances will be
had it bad,just wait
worth the wait, but for who?
and see what kind Many students will put up with
of inconveniences the inconviences that come along
with such construction projects
and likely delays
and never benefit from them. But
students will incur thats not what's most important.
in the next 15
The selfiSh attitude would be
years."
to ask this university, "What's in
it for me?" Continued delays and
inconviences had me asking this
school that very question for the past three years.
But after touring the newly-renovated, nearly-completed
Booth last Wednesday, my selfish attitude changed with the
drop of a jaw. I am convinced when students wander through
the new library on Thursday what they'll see is beyond their
wildest Imaginations. To be honest, it just doesn't seem to
belong at Eastern. It almost seems too good. It's in a class of its
own compared to ail the other facilities on this campus.
But what we should realize is that nothing is too good for
this university, one that has been neglected for far too long.
And the long list of construction projects is the only way
Eastern can put itself at the level it belongs.
The new Food Court, and especiaiiy the renovations in
Booth, are impressive to say the least. And if future construction projects are maintained at such a high level, then I'm convinced in 15 to 20 years, this university will be a much greater
Image of its former self.
And while it is difficult to put up with the daily hassles such
projects put forth, it's important to remember we ail came to
this school for a reason. The majority of us have given Eastern
a large chunk of change in exchange for an education and an
experience we 'II never forget.
And while many of us will have to put up with a few nuisances in our time here, it should be worth it to know that what
we're enduring is laying the foundation for much greater experiences for others in the future.
In 15 to 20 years when you make it back to this campus,
which feeling will outweigh the other? The pains of deaJJng
with pestering construction projects two decades ago or the
pride of barely recognizing your alma matter because it's
become so superior to what it once was?
I'll take the pride.

"If you think you've

• Bill Ruthhart is a senior journalism major. His column runs
every Monday. His e-mail address is brruthhart@eiu.edu.
Columns are the opinion of the author.

Your
turn
Letters to the editor

Donors appreciated for
giving 'the gift of life' at
recent blood drive

utes food to people who are in the fmal
stages of AIDS. What an eye-opener. I
delivered food everywhere from Park
Avenue to Harlem, and as we ail know,
disease can destroy anyone from any
background. Finally, my senior year, I
decided I wanted to do something "for
myself." I wanted to Jay back on the
beach like everyone else and just relax
and have a good time. Needless to say, I
received a phone caii to lead the New
York trip. I thought about the beach, but
remembering some of the faces I had
seen, some only 3 years old, who were
just happy to get a hot lunch for the day,
I knew I could not tum my back on that
opportunity.
So, if you are still deciding and want
to have a memorable week, stop and
think about what you reaiiy want to
accomplish in those seven short days.
Trust me, the feelings you will get from
participating in an ASB trip will last
much longer than your suntan will.

I j ust wanted to say thank you to
all the donors for coming to our j an.
29 and 30 American Red Cross
blood drive. We had a wonderful
time, and I am wanting to take this
opportunity to thank everyone. We
couldn't have done it without all the
donors and volunteers. Our thanks to
the sponsors of this drive - Motor
Board, Lamda Theta Alpha, Lambda
Theta Phi, D r. Bryan Miller (our
adviser on campus for the American
Red Cross) , Papa John's pizza, Start
Kaeding and the great staff at
Andrews H all, Teressa Williams and
also the volunteers from the EIU
Blood D rive Committee. It takes so
many people to make a successful
drive. The American Red Cross is a
volunteer-driven organization, and
we can't do it without you. My
thanks to all of the donors. You have
given something that has no substitute. You have given the gift of life.
God Bless you.

Traci Boksa

Tracy Torbeck

Eastern ak.mna

Tentory Manager
American Red Cross

LETIERS TO THE EDITOR - The Dally E~ta-n
N!1vs accepts letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues. They
should be less than 250 words and include the
author's name, telephone number and address.
Students should indicate their year in school and
major. Faculty, administration and staff should
indicate their position and department Letters
whose authors cannot be verified will not be

Send letters to the ed i to r via e-mail to brr uthhart@e iu .edu

printed. Depending on space constraints, we may
have to edit your letter,so keep it as concise as
possible. Letters can be sent to The Dally Eastern
N!1vsat 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL 61920;
faxed to 217 -581-2923; ore-mailed to
brruthhart@eiu.edu
EDITORIALS - The DaUy Eastern N!1vs prints
editorials that reflect the majority opinion of The
Dally Eastern N!1vs student editorial board.
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CDS majors will no longer
receive teacher certification
CAJ\s decision shifts major's
focus to speech pathology

will allow students to "take electives that they have an
interest in and that may help them in the profession
they choose," Richards said.
"We are trying to change student-teaching experience into school and medical internships," Richards

By Scott Miller

said.

Administration reporter

Communications disorders and sciences majors
will "no longer be able to teach a class by themselves,
but they can still teach under supervision at public
schools." Richards said, and although teacher certification is no longer required for the major, "it is still
available if students want to stick around and get
that."
In other business, the CAA also approved a
departmental honors program for journalism majors.
The program is for students with a grade point
average of at least 3.5 and will allow journalism
majors to take 12 hours of honors courses that may
replace electives in the major.
Three credit hours for the program must come
from thesis work. The remaining nine credit hours
may be chosen from the following courses:
Journalism and Democracy Honors, Jou 2091 , which
students may take zero or three credit hours in;
Honors Independent Study, Jou 4444, in which zero
to six credit hours may be completed; H onors
Research, Jou 4555, in which zero to six credit hours
may be completed; Honors Thesis, Jou 4644, which
also allows zero to six credit hours to be completed;
and Honors Seminar, Jou 4666, in which a student
must take three credit hours, with the option of completing up to six hours.

Communications disorders and sciences majors
will no longer receive teacher certification after a
revision to the major was passed by the Council on
Academic Affairs T hursday.
A recent change in teacher certification requirements Jed to a change in the communications disorders and sciences major which allows students in the
field to skip teacher certification requirements and
"focus within the discipline," Gail Richards, acting
communications disorders and sciences department
chair, said T hursday.
Teacher certification now requires all general education majors to complete three tiers of education
instead of one: a tier of general curriculum and reading courses, a tier of special education courses and a
tier consisting of discipline-specific courses.
The focus of a communications disorders and sciences major is "to become a speech pathologist, not a
school teacher," Richards said, and the enforcement
of stricter teacher certification requirements "would
have added another year to the already six-year
major."
L ifting teacher certification requirements from
the communications disorders and sciences major

Colin McAuliffe/Associate photo editor

Strike!
Ann Landreth, a sophomore history education major, lets one fly
towards the pins Sunday night at the bowling alley in the basement
of the Martin luther King Jr. University Union.

Presidential search committee to whittle list down to 10
By Jamie Fetty
Administration editor

The Presidential Search
Advisory Committee will meet
Monday to exchange information on the results of reference
checking and narrow the list of
candidates down to about 10.
All four of the committee's
reference-checking teams were

assigned four candidates, except
one which was assigned three,
Bob Manion, committee chair
and Board of Trustees member,
said in an e-mail. For each candidate, the team had to contact
at least three references, Manion
said . The teams finished their
checks over the weekend.
Each candidate on the committee's top 10 list will be inter-

viewed off-campus at a neutral
site by the entire committee .
Manion said the interviews and
their locations are confidential
to protect candidate privacy.
Much of Monday's meeting
will take place in a closed session so the reference-checking
teams can share their results,
Manion said .
At their last meeting, the

committee narrowed the field to
15 candidates for reference
checking and Jim Appleberry of
Academic Search, the firm hired
to aid the committee, reviewed
the process of reference checking.
The committee will meet at 1
p.m. Monday in the Schahrer
Room of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.

The top three to five candidates after the neutral site interviews are scheduled to be interviewed on campus during the
week of March 18. By April 4,
the committee plans to forward
its suggestions and analyses of
the candidates' strengths and
weakn esses to the Board of
Trustees, which has the final
hiring decision.
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By Jeremy Pelzer

City reporter

Mattoon attorney Steve Ryan
does not just want to run for an
open judgeship in the Fifth
judicial District- he feels it is his
duty.
"I feel I have got an obligation,
a responsibility and a committment to the legal system of which
I've been a part," Ryan said.
Ryan, who has practiced law
for 27 years, will face current
Coles County State's Attorney
Steve
Ferguson
in
the
Democratic primary for a judgeship in the Fifth judicial Circuit.
The position opened up when
judge Paul Komada retired last
year.
The winner of the Democratic
primary will go on to face
Republican Mitch Shick of
Charleston in the Nov. 5 general
elections.
Shick has held Komada's position on an interim basis since

Nov. 30.
The Fifth judicial Circuit
includes
Coles,
C lark,
Cumberland,
Edgar
and
Vermilion counties. Circuit
judges are elected to a six-year
term, after which they run on a
ballot that only allows voters to
decide whether they should
remain in office.
Born and raised in Mattoon,
Ryan is the son of a lawyer, and
was exposed at an early age to law
and the court system.
"I was very fortunate to be
brought up in that environment,"
he said.
Ryan said he is running in
order to make a good court system even better.
"I think we've got a good system of justice, but I think it could
be improved," he said.
Specifically, Ryan said he is
concerned with improving the
efficiency of the court system.
Currently, he said, j udicial
cases often take days or even

weeks before they are heard by a
judge.
This delay can be devastating
in cases of divorce, Ryan said,
because until the matter is settled, children often cannot see
one of their parents, and one side
can be left without a source of
income.
Also, Ryan said there is a
"widespread" problem of attorneys, clients and witnesses being
forced to wait in a courtroom for
several hours before the j udge
arrives.
"You have all those people in
there sitting on their hands,"
Ryan said. "Police officers are
paid overtime for sitting in that
courtroom doing nothing. We've
got to find a way to get it done in
a faster manner.
"My observations are that
judges have become insulated
from attorneys and from the public," he said. "There has to be better communication between the
judiciary, the legal profession and

the public."
If elected, Ryan said he would
attempt to eliminate efficiency
and communication problems in
his courtroom.
"We need to find some way to
more quickly and efficiently solve
those kind of problems," he said.
Ryan noted that he is running
his campaign differently than the
way many other candidates run
for j udge.
judicial candidates often run
on what Ryan called a "law and
order" platform, where emphasis
is placed on sentencing and
"throwing the bad guys in jail."
However, Ryan said that, in
reality, judges spend less than 5
percent of their time in court
hearing and sentencing offenders.
Instead, the vast majority of the
cases brought before a j udge are
either civil actions or have had
the sentence preordained by a
negotiated plea agreement, he
said.
"When you go out and say 'I

Have you thought •

I'm running for the right
reasons, and my heart is in
the right place.
Steve Ryan,
candidate for an open judgeship in the
Fifth Judicial District

______

want to throw thugs in j ail,' I
think you are doing the public an
injustice," he said.
"I'm running for the right reasons, and my heart is in the right
place," Ryan said. "I believe judicial service is a public service, and
I am obligated and committed to
providing effective j udicial service to the citizens of the Fifth
judicial Circuit.
"I sincerely believe in my heart
that I am the best candidate in
the primary and general elections," he said. "I believe that the
public would be significantly
served with my election."

.•
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Residence hall students
to get free calendars
New dry-erase
calendars to be
part of welcome kit
By Jessica Danielewicz
Student government editor

Colin McAuliffe/ Associate photo editor

Practice makes perfect
Nina Samii, a sophomore chemistry major and Max Voelker, a sophomore biology/philosphy major, practice their improv comedy Sunday night in the Thomas Hall basement. Nina and Max are members of the
improv comedy group Fowl language.

COUPO N

Residence hall students will
now receive a new dry-erase calendar in their welcome kit.
The
Residence
H all
Association Thursday voted to
accept the calendars, which are
free , in addition to donating $10
to the Alternative Spring Break
program and elect a new secretary.
Target Student Marketing is
supplying the new calendars to
the halls for free and will control advertising on them. An
area for local advertising is
included on the calendar as well.
The calendar is double-sided,
with one side showing on e
month and the other side showing four.
Residence hall students pre-

viously
received
pre- made
posters with the year's calendar,
but those will no longer be
made, Mark H udson, director of
Housing and Dining, said at the
meeting.
The RHA voted to donate
$10 from the RH A budget to
the Alternative Spring Break
program. Members said it is a
good cause and a good way to
get their name out.
More nominations were
sought for a new secretary, but
none were given , and the one
candidate, Denise Peters, was
accepted by a vote of acclamation. Crystal Phipher, the previous secretary, resign ed two
weeks ago, but continued until a
new secretary was elected.
In other business, H udson
informed the RHA of a change
in Stevenson Dining Center's
hours. T he dinner meal zone
will go until 8 p.m. instead of 7
p.m. as of last Mon day. An
after-dinner meal zone created
while the food court was closed
is still in effect from 8 p.m. to
10 p.m., he said.
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Prospective students on
campus for open house,
sneak preview of Booth
By Heather Robinson
Activities editor

H undreds of prospective students will converge on Eastern's campus Monday for an
open house that will include a "sneak preview"
of Booth Library.
Booth Library's renovated and restored
north lobby, a main focal point of the original
library, will be made open to the public. From
the lobby, the public will be able to see three
separate rooms of the new library.
"Not only will the lobby be open for the
students, faculty and staff of the campus, but
also for our prospective students that will be on
campus that day," Shirley Stewart, interim vice
president for student affairs, said Sunday.
"I think they will be very impressed," she
said. "The part they will be able to see, the
north entrance, makes an outstanding first
impression."
To view the rest of the library, the campus
will have to wait until Thursday when Booth
opens for the first time in more than 30
months. The library has been closed for more
than two and a halfyears as it underwent a $21
million renovation and expansion.
The Admissions Office is hosting
Monday's open house, which begins with a
check-in at 8 a.m., for some 300 to 600 high
school seniors, said SheJJey Friesz, admissions
counselor and orientations coordinator.
Those attending the open house are primarily students who will "definitely be coming
here next fall," she said.
Friesz also said that a number of Eastern
students, faculty and staff members will give
the tours throughout the day.
The tours will highlight various campus

,.,..:.=i~~

buildings, including the lobby of the new
Booth Library, the renovated bowling ailey
and the new food court, Friesz said.
Residence hall tours will also be given from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. she said.
"This is the first time that we will give a
tour of a greek house, along with ail of the
other residence hails," Friesz said.
Prospective students can attend a "browsing session" from 9:15a.m. to 11 a.m. in the
Grand Baiiroom of the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union. It will feature booths
from different Eastern academic departments.
"(The browsing session) is kind of like a
college fair, but it features academic departments here at Eastern instead," Friesz said.
The open house attendees will also be
treated to a complimentary lunch in any of
Eastern's dining centers.
The admissions office hosts five tours per
year. Campus tours are available every day, but
Friesz mentioned that potential students get a
"much better feel" for what Eastern has to
offer during an open house.
"Open houses are definitely more beneficial," she said. "Students can talk to faculty
members in their particular field of study and
current Eastern students about what Eastern
has to offer them."
Friesz said that the open houses are also
beneficial for recruiting prospective
students.
"These tours are definitely assets in recruiting students," she said. "Coming to campus
definitely helps them understand what goes on
here at Eastern."
-Joseph Ryan, news editor, contributed
to this article.

Monday Specials
$ 1.0 0 Dom estic B ottles
$ 4. 0 0 Martinis

Get ready for A nti-Valentine's Day Party

Pimps n' Hos Costume Party

Colin McAuliffe/ Assoc. photo editor

The soon-to-be open front entrance to Booth library was cleaned up during its renovation
period. The stones were cleaned and a new ceiling was installed.

Booth

The south entrance
has not been complet-

ed because of delays
in the installment of
the entrance's flooring, Lanham said. Windows on the south wail
of the original Booth Library, which is now an
interior wail to the new atrium, need to be
restored and carpet needs to be laid before the
area will be open to the public.
But he said students will be able to access the
south building of Booth Library via a walkway
at the main level that passes through the atrium.
The $21 million Booth Library renovation
and expansion has been the university's largest
construction project in the past SO years,

from Page 1

Lanham said. The changes made include the
creation of an atrium area between the original
Booth Library and its 1970s addition.
All the areas of the original library,which was
built in the 1950s, have been restored or renovated, and the library's addition has undergone
renovation as weJJ as being expanded with a new
south entrance.
The new library boasts numerous computer
Jabs, seating areas, group study rooms and electronic shelving for the stacks area
Booth Library was originally scheduled to
open by jan. 7, but delays in work on the south
entrance prohibited the opening and also slowed
the process of moving materials from the temporary library locations.
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Democratic gubernatorial
Cook County pays $1.5
candidates congenial in debate million to settle alleged
C H ICAGO (AP) - The three
Democratic candidates for governor
were in virtual agreement on a number of Issues during a mostly polite
debate Saturday - though Paul
Vallas and U.S. R ep. R od
Blagojevich took jabs at each other's
records.
After being asked about corruption
in
state
government,
Blagojevich criticized Vallas' record
on labor Issues while he headed
Chicago P ublic Schools, claiming
Vallas cut wages and benefits of
union janitors as part of privatization.
in
turn
criticized
Vallas
Blagojevich's record as a congressman, claiming only one bill
Blagojevich sponsored has become
law.
But the event was most congenial
when the subject of race came up.

"I do think that race matters,"
Blagojevich said when asked to discuss the impact of racial issues on
politics during the debate before a
mostly black crowd at the
Rainbow/PUSH Coalition headquarters on Chicago's South S ide.
Blagojevich also invoked the
name of the late Martin Luther
.King while condemning racial profiling, and told the audience that he
admired former state attorney general Roland Burris, the only black
contender for governor.
Vallas touted efforts to boost
minority participation in school
construction projects. He also had
kind words for Burris, saying that he
"would strongly support" him,
should Burris win in next month's
Democratic primary. He has trailed
Burris in at least one poll with
Blagojevich close behind.

Burris, who won his first state
office as comptroller in 1978, said he
was "a living example that race does

make a difference."
The three Democrats agreed on
other Issues, including supporting
use of the death penalty in certain
cases. E ach also backed R epublican
Gov. George Ryan's moratorium on
executions, which he imposed as a
result of 13 wrongfully convicted
men being freed from Death Row
since capital punishment was
restored in Illinois in 1977.
The candidates all said they support same-day voter registration, but
avoided saying whether they
thought property taxes were an
unfair method to fund education.
Instead, they all pledged to redistribute state money in ways that would
boost the amount spent on schools.

deputy abuse cases
C HICAGO (AP) Cook
County has paid $1.5 million dollars
since 1998 to settle 32lawsuits alleging brutality by sheriff's deputies,
according to a published report.
The settlements came after
lawyers for Sheriff Michael Sheahan
cited convincing evidence that the
beatings took place, the Chicago
Tribune reported in its Sunday editions. The newspaper cited confidential reports and other documents that
it says give detailed accounts of the
alleged brutality.
The newspaper also reports that
attorneys worried they could lose at
trial because of falsified jail reports,
lost documents or untruthful or contradictory accounts by sheriff's
employees.

The state's attorney's office also
recommended that the county settle
three other lawsuits alleging brutality,
the newspaper reported. One of those
cases ended in july with a federal jury
verdict of $5 million against the sheriff's department. Another case was
dropped and a third is scheduled for
trial this month in federal court.
The lawsuits recommended for
settlement were among 47 cases for
which Cook County States Attorney
Richard D evine's office prepared
confidential reports over the past four
years. The reports, which include
allegations of misconduct filed
against sheriff's deputies, typically
stem from cases that appear to be
headed for trial or likely to be settled
for at least $10,000.

Durbin's rivals dorlt like O'Hare deal
Fishermen discover
body of man suspected
of killing stepdaughter
MACHESNEY PARK (AP) Two men ftshing in the Rock River
discovered the body of a man who
had been sought since November for
the alleged slaying of his stepdaughter.
The body of Jimmy Dean D avis
was found Saturday on the river's
west bank, police said.
Police believe D avis, 45, shot
himself once under the chin then fell
off a bridge in November after
killing his stepdaughter, H eather
D auenbaugh. The 16-year- old
Chana girls body was found Nov. 27
in a field near Machesney Park. She
had been shot several times in the
head.
D avis allegedly had abducted
D auenbaugh's mother and his

estranged wife, Cynthia Stukenberg,
the night before, threatened to kill
her and later told her where her
daughter was. Stukenberg managed
to escape and called authorities.
Stukenberg said she had been
"hoping and praying" that D avis
would be found.
"I feel like crying, I am so happy,"
she said. "I feel like the weight of the
world has been lifted off my shoulders. I am just so relieved. H e had us
so scared, so upset. This is closure for
us."
Winnebago County Sheriff Dick
Meyers said clothing on the body
matched what Davis was wearing
when he disappeared, and an Illinois
identification card was found in a
jeans' pocket.
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WASHINGTON (AP) When Gov. George Ryan and
Chicago Mayor Richard D aley
sought to cement into federal law
their deal to expand O 'H are
International Airport, U.S. Sen .
D ick Durbin became their leading
advocate.
Much less could be expected
from any of the three Senate candidates hoping to win the R epublican
primary and face the D emocratic
incumbent in November.
None of Durbin's possible foes
Chicago attorney john Cox,
state R ep. ]im Durkin of
Westchester and Aurora businessman James Oberweis - support
D urbin's bill to enact the O'Hare
deal into law, according to their
answers to an Associated Press
questionnaire.
That doesn't mean they agree
with Republican Sen. Peter
Fitzgerald, who argues that O 'Hare
expansion would kill ch ances for a

new third airport south of Chicago.
Not all are critical of plans to
increase O'Hare's capacity, and they
vary in their enthusiasm for building a new airport in Peotone.
Durkin, whose position on
O 'H are is closest among the GOP
candidates to reflecting the RyanDaley deal, said his opposition to
Durbin's legislation stems from his
belief in state's rights.
"I do not support federal legislation to accomplish what I believe is
a state Issue that can be solved
through intergovernmental agreement between the state and local
governments," he said.
Under the deal reached by
Democrat Daley and Republican
Ryan, O'Hare would get a $6.6 billion facelift. Runways would be
closed, built or rebullt, ultimately
providing six parallel runways with
greater capacity than the seven
existing runways at O 'Hare.
The money would come from

airport revenue bonds, airline passenger fees , airport landing fees and
concessions, and possibly from federal grants.
The agreement also would keep
open Meigs Field , a small-plane
airport on Chicago's down town
lakefront, and encourage development of an airport in rural Peotone,
a goal pursued for years by GOP
governors.
Durbin's bill is pending before
the Senate Commerce's aviation
subcommittee, where a hearing is
expected early this year.
Oberweis, while sympathetic to
the need to increase O'H are capacity, said there are major safety problems with the pending plan.
"Parallel runways are too close to
permit simultaneous land ings
under
(Federal
Aviation
Administration) safety guidelines
and planes are forced to cross as
many as two active runways to take
off and land," he said.
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Remains of five officers Woman dies, more than 80
fall ill at weekend convention
found in WTC rubble

NEW YORK (AP) - T he remains of
five Port Authority pollee officers, including
a chief and the female head of the agency's
training academy, were recovered at the
World Trade Center site, a spokesman said
Sunday.
Chief j ames Romito, Capt. Kathy
Mazza, Lt. Robert Cirri and Officers james
Parham and Stephen Huczko were among
the 37 Port Authority police officers killed in
the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks.
The bodies were discovered together
Saturday at the base of 1 World Trade
Center, according to Port Authority
spokesman G reg Trevor.
All five had rushed from the Port
Authority pollee headquarters and training
academy in jersey City, N.j., to help in the
evacuation of the trade center, he said.
"They were some of the finest people that

CH ERRY H ILL , N .j. (AP) - A mysterious illness killed one woman attending
a weekend convention and sent seven others to hospitals, but health officials said
Sunday they didn't think anyone else who
didn't already have symptoms would get
sick.
The woman, who died early Sunday at
Kennedy Memorial Hospitals-Cherry
H ill, had a viral, flu-like illness for about
two days before becoming seriously ill
Saturday night, said D r. David V.
Condoluci, chief of infectious diseases for
Kennedy H ealth System.
j oanne Hemstreet, 45, of Kingston,
Mass., was attending a national sales convention at the Cherry Hill H ilton with
about 500 other employees of Cendant
Mortgage.
"We do not know the exact cause of her
demise," Condoluci said at a news confer-

I've ever worked with anywhere," Trevor
said. "All five were highly regarded pollee
officers. T hey helped countless people
escape."
Romito, of Westwood, N.j., was a 30year veteran of the force, Trevor said. Mazza,
of South Farmingdale, N.Y., was a former
registered operating room nurse who became
the first female commander at the Port
Authority police training academy.
Parham, of jackson H eights, Queens, had
been promoted to be an instructor at the
training academy before the terrorist attack.
H uczko, of H ampton, N.j., was a registered
nurse and EMT who belonged to the Port
Authority pipe and drum band. Cirri, of
Nutley, N.j., worked at the academy.
The remains of 14 of the Port Authority
police officers killed on Sept. 11 have now
been found , Trevor said.

ence outside the hospital in this
P hiladelphia suburb. "This looks like possibly a case of pneumococcal pneumonia,"
worsened by a subsequent, aggressive bacterial infection.
H ealth officials had worried the outbreak was caused by meningococcus,
anthrax or L egionnaires' disease, but
Condoluci said none of those appeared to
be involved.
Results of an autopsy on H emstreet
and preliminary test results on the seven
people admitted to the hospital should be
available Monday.
Condoluci said hotel guests who did
not have close contact with H emstreet
and had not shown any symptoms such as
fever, chills, sore throat and general weakness were unlikely to get sick.
"T hey should not worry. They should
be fine," he said.

After success of green and purple ketchup, Heinz unveils funky fries
PITTSBURG H (AP) - Kids
went wild for green ketchup and
slurped up purple. just as grownups are getting comfortable with
those unexpected hues, H einz has
more surprises on the way.
Chocolate fries with your
burger?
Beginning in May, H .j. H einz
Co. will ship a new line of OreIda frozen potato products called
"Funky Fries" featuring five new

shapes, colors and flavors, all
intended to give kids even more
say over their parents' grocery
store lists.
T he new products include
french fries flavored with sour
cream and chives, cinnamon-andsugar
"Cinna-Stiks,"
and
"Crunchy Rings" basically
Tater Tots with a hole in the middle.
T hen there's "Kool Blue," a sky

blue, seasoned french fry, and
brown,
chocolatey
"Cocoa
Crispers," designed "for kids with
a sweet tooth."
It all started with normal market research, said john Carroll,
managing director of North
American potatoes and snacks for
H einz' frozen food division .
"We asked the kids what
would make them want to eat
more french fries ," he said.

Pittsburgh-based H einz started a year ago with 50-odd ideas
(one that was rejected was Fruit
Loops-flavored fries, says Carroll)
and pared them, through extensive research and testing, down to
five .
If there were any doubts about
the direction H einz was taking
before purple and green ketchup,
they're gone now, said Leonard
Teitelbaum, an analyst with
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Merrill Lynch.
Heinz already dominates the
frozen potato product market,
getting 54 cents for every dollar in
sales last year, Teitelbaum said.
"If you know your target market and can make the product fun
and interesting, your chances of
success at least initially are pretty
good," he said. "H einz proved it
once. They should be able to
prove it again."
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Families of World Trade Center victims
faced with unfathomable burial decisions
NEW YORK (AP) - O n the
day of her daughter's 6th birthday
party, Kathleen Buckley was notified that the medical examiner had
identified part of her husband's
body.
About a month later, when more
of Dennis Buckley's remains had
been found among the World
Trade Center ruins, they notified
her again, as she requested.
Buckley's excruciating decision
- whether to be notified each time
remains are found - is one that
many families will face, as the city

Fire
from Page 1
Projects for the spring include
the controlled prairie burning, which
Owens said offers members a
unique opportunity.
"Not everybody gets to go out
and set a fire in a state park," Owens
said.
Conducting the fJ.reS helps germinate seeds that may be lying dormant, Owens said. It also gets rid of
leaves and trash to allow sunlight to
hit the ground and make the plants
grow, Madlem said.
A project that spans both spring
and fall is seed collecting, Madlem
said. Seed pods are collected from

medical examiner's office works to
match more than 14,000 body parts
to fewer than 3,000 victims.
"I should get as much together
as I can." said Buckley, 36. "It can't
be any worse - I already know. It's
really not sheltering me from anything."
Families already reeling from the
loss of loved ones in the Sept. 11
terrorist attack have had to make
unfathomable burial decisions whether to bury an empty casket,
whether to open the grave if
remains are someday found, how to

make decisions conform with their
religious beliefs.
Buckley held a funeral Mass for
her husband, who worked at the
bond firm Cantor Fitzgerald, on
Sept. 28 - six days after she was
notified of the first identification,
which was made through dental
records. The remains were cremated and held at the funeral home.
More remains were added to the
urn in October.
"I'll bury it at some point, I can
do that whenever," said Buckley,
who has three daughters.

certain plants, and in the spring after
the controlled burning, the seeds are
scattered depending on what is
wanted to grow there.
Other projects done throughout
the year include restoration work
and endangered species monitoring,
Owens said.
A majority of the restoration
work has to do with removing exotic species from woodland and other
areas, leaving the area for native
species that were in those areas
before Europeans settled, Madlem
said.
Endangered species monitoring
includes working with freshwater
mussels, Owens said, but the group
has not done much of that this year.
Spring workdays will begin in a

few weeks when the weather is nicer,
Madlem said. The workdays are
usually three to four hours or more
and are not mandatory.
"They're usually every Saturday
when the weather's right," Madlem
said.
The group also takes some fun
trips each year. Last year the group
went camping and canoeing at
Turkey Run in Indiana, and before
that it went to Shawnee National
Forest in southern Illinois, Madlem
said. After spring break, the group
plans to head to Shawnee National
Forest again, Owens said.
There are no requirements or fees
for group membership, Madlem
said. The only fees involved would
be $10 or $20 for a trip.

Funny vegetables
with a message:
It's live VeggieTales
M INNEAPOLIS (AP)
Even without arms or legs, Larry
the Cucumber and Bob the Tomato
are leaping off the videotapes and
onto the stage of "VeggieTales
Live!"
Larry, Bob and a bushel basket
of their wacky vegetable friends are
featured in a singing, dancing, theatrical version of the popular
VeggieTales videos that use humor
to teach kids morality lessons.
"It's kind of the equivalent of
what if Monty Python took over
your Sunday school class." co-creator P hil V ischer says of the directto-video series that has sold more
than 25 million tapes since its
debut in 1993.
Vischer says for the 28-city
national tour, which recently kicked
off in Minneapolis, the show's creators were trying to stage a big
event that busy families would
make time for.
And if families also learn something from the show, "That's kind
of the added bonus." he says.
Taking a live show on the road
was the next logical step for
Vischer's Big Idea Productions,
based in the Chicago area. The

VeggieTales' first movie, a retelling
of the biblical story of Jonah and
the Whale, is scheduled to hit theaters this fall.
Vischer was a computer animator in Chicago, working on commercials for Pop-Tarts and other
products, when he came up with
the idea for VeggieTales.
He says he noticed that children
were attracted to "junk food" stories
on television but bored by media
that tried to convey a positive message. Vischer says he wanted to
make something good for kids that
they would actually like - "to
make an apple that tastes like a
Twinkle."
His first cartoon character was a
candy bar. "And then my wife said,
'You know, moms are going to be
mad if you make their kids fall in
love with candy bars."' Vischer says.
So Vischer came up with another simple shape - a cucumber with
expressive eyes. Thus Larry the
Cucumber was born in 1991. H e
was soon followed by Bob the
Tomato, whose red skin and squat
appearance complemented Larry's
long green shape in an Abbottand-Costello-type act.
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Happy Valentine's Day
~ Send your love with a Valentine's (jJ
personal in The Daily Eastern News.~
Valentine's Day
Ads are available in two
sizes. An appropriate red heart
will appear in
every ad!
Deadline is
February 11th.

Shauna
Thanks for putting up
with the greatest studs o
them all.
Love,
The Ad Guys
1x2 ($10)
We suggest you keep your copy to
as few words as possible to make
a more attractive ad. Please print
in the proper size ad below

•• Q

Betsy,
Good luck with that
whole BABY thing!
Love,
The boys
1x3 ($12)

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Bring ad and payment to Stud ent
Publications Business Office, Buzzard
Bldg. , Rm. 1802. All ads must be in
the Business Office by 2 pm, Feb. 11th.
Valentine 's Day ads will be published
Thur., Feb. 14th.

1x2 ($10)

1x3 ($12)
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For rent

For rent

For rent

EASTSIDE PACKAGE NOW HIRING. MUST BE 21 AND AVAILABLE NIGHTS AND WEEKENDS. MUST ALSO BE HERE
FOR SUMMER APPLY MONFRI FROM 9am-NOON. 18TH
AND JACKSON AVENUE.

Personal Goals, copy of official
transcripts, resume/lvita, and minimum of two letters of reference/
recommendation. PREFERENCE
WILL BE GIVEN TO APPLICANTS WHO SUBMIT ALL
ITEMS BEFORE MARCH 15,
2002 to: Eric Davidson, EIU
Health Services, 600 Lincoln
Avenue, Charleston, IL 61920.
However, applications will be
accepted until positions are filled.
For position descriptions or additional information, contact Eric
Davidson
by
e-mail
(csesd@eiu.edu) or by phone
217-581-3912.

2-Bedroom Charleston Duplex for
two; leaving town, must sublet,
very affordable; spacious; 1-car
garage: clean/new building. Call
429-0362
-:--:--::----:---,....---·2111
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments for
2002-2003 year. Also 3 Bedroom
Houses for rent. 345-4602

Fall Rentals. 3 blocks from campus, 5 bedrooms. 1204 Garfield.
New4 bedroom duplex, 1800 12th
st. 868-5610. Leave message.

Very nice 2 and 3 bdrm. apts.
Summer/fall 2002. Close to campus, DSL Internet, air, new carpet.
$235-260 per month per student.
235-0405 or 254-1405.
-::-::-,::-,.,----,.--,....,--.,...,--..,.----,3/1
3BR house for 3-4, 1 block to EIU,
close to Stix, Krackers, etc. Ugly,
but
mechanically
sound.
$750/mo.
345-4489,
Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.

ONE PERSON APTS to preserve
your privacy. A variety from $250$375/month. 345-4489, Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.

-::-::-,~---,-----...,--3/8

MAIN ON 6TH STREET I bedroom apartments, low utilities,
includes laundry facility and
garbage service. Available August
15, 2002. Call 348-8249.
.,....,....,..,,...,---,-----,-.,-,.-·3/23
2 3 BR Duplexes available June
1st. $250 each and $200 each.
Water and trash included. Not
close to campus. Call 232-0656.

-=---=-=-=-c-:,..-,:-,--,-.,.,...,::-::---,-,-=--2111
A GREAT SUMMER JOB! Birch
Trail for Girls, located in beautiful
NW Wisconsin is seeking motivated
people
as
cabin
counselors/activity
instructors
(you name it, we teach it!), climbing/ropes course instructors,
wilderness trip leaders, nurses,
kitchen workers, cooks, and a
secretary. We are looking for
enthuiasic people who are committed to kids, the outdoors and
having a good time! Top pay, travel allowance, room and board and
paid internships. Contact us today
at: 800-544-2267 or www.birchtrail. com.
,----,---,-----...,----2111
Part-time farm hand, farm exp a
must $7.50/hr call 345-9267
2111
..,.
A-=c -=c=
E-s=-s-=-=
T-=0 --,A- C:-0:-M
-,.,P
"'U
-,T=E=R? Put
it to work!! Up to $25-$75/hr
PTIFT 1-800-953-0306
www.ucanbhomeandrich.com
,...-,----,,..,.----,---,-----,--2111
Brian's Place Night Club and
Sports Bar needs part-time doormen.
21st and Broadway,
Mattoon. 234-4151.

,----,-----,~~--,---211 3

Experienced Barista Wanted for
Charleston Establishment. 2344518

-,-----,-----,...,---~--211 4

Summer Jobs for Day or Night
Camp counselors at Camp New
Hope. Our campers have developmental disabilities. You must be
good with kids, willing to work
hard, and an extremely cool person, (or at least fun.) to apply call
camp at 895-2341.

~---,~--..,.--,--,-----,-..,.-211 5

The Eastern Illinois University
Health Services Health Education
Resource Center is currently
accepting applications for both the
Substance Education Coordinator
and the Health Education
Coordinator
Graduate
Assistantships Positions. The 12month contracts call for the selected individuals to work 19.5 hours
per week preferably beginning
May 16 or June 1,2002. Selected
applicants must be admitted to the
EIU graduate School, meet all
Graduate School Requirements
for Graduate Assistantships, be
enrolled and take classes during
the summer term. The following
items are requited for application:
EIU Graduate Assistantship
Application (available from EIU
Grad School Web page),
Statement of Professional and

-=-:-=--..,.---..,....,-----21~

$250 a day potential/bar tending.
Training provided. 1-800-2933985 ext 539
2125

For rent
RENTALS for 1-5 persons. Lists
available at 1512 A Street. Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
...,-,...--,:--,----,...,---,-----,--·211 1
Girls Only: 2 Bedroom Apartment
Across from Buzzard. Call 3452652.
.,.,,...,-,....,...,,..,.,....,--...,----=--c-'211 1
2002-03 Efficiency Apt 1 B k from
campus $200 per month 3480394
.,-------,---,---,---,---,---,--·211 1
3 bedroom, 2 bath duplex, for
rent. 10 minute drive from EIU.
525 Permount. 235-2377.
211 1
=
p-=o=
T=
E=
ET
=E~---P
=R
=O
~
PERTY
RENTALS • HOUSES • 4 BDRM
710 Buchanan• 4 BDRM 1020
7TH STREET • 3 BDRM 1419
2ND STREET • APARTMENTS '5
BDRM 201 BUCHANAN Apt. B • 4
BDRM 1518 10TH STREET' 2 &
3 BDRM 1109 3RD STREET • 2
BDRM 1907 10TH STREET •
.... LIST AVAILABLE 930 LINCOLN AVE
WWW.POTEETERENTALS.COM
.,--,-----,-..,.--,--..,.--,--,.--,·211 1
3 Bedroom House with 2 baths
close to campus. Available Fall
2002.. Call 232-8936
-:=------,----,-----·211 1
Extremely nice, close to campus.
2 bdrm 1 or 2 baths washer/dryer
in apt. Furnished and Unfurnished
1 year lease, starting June 1st or
Aug 1st. 345-9267
-,-----.,.------,---,.,----·211 1
On the square, 2 bdrm 1 bath
apt avail after May 15th stove,
refrig, water, trash provided.
345-5821
,-.,...,.----,---.,--,--------,.·211 1
Fall Rentals 2 blocks east of campus 3& 4 bdrm units. Stove, refrig,
washer/dryer lawn care and trash
included. 345-5821
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.211 1

The Daily Eastern News
Classified ad form
Name:
Address:
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Student:
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.,..-,,...--,----,------.,.---·2111
2 Bedroom house close to campus for rent in Fa11 2002. Call217849-3043.
.,..-,,...--,----,------.,.---·2111
3 Bedroom house close to campus for rent in Fa11 2002. Call217849-3043.
.,....,....,........,,-------,-....,.-·2111
2&3 Bedroom remodeled apartments. 1 Block north of
Dominoes. $~5.00-$275.00. Call
348-8792.
...,---,----,--,------·2111
Well kept 2 bedroom apartment
close to campus. $350 per month
1 person - $420 per month 2 people. Call 345-0652
2112
.,.
C.,..
LE
=A
,...,N
--H-:O....U-=s-=E:--F
=o=-R
= --·FIVE
FEMALES NEAR CAMPUS $225245/PER PERSON 345-2564.
-----------,,--....,..·2112
Houses near campus. 7 bedroom,
5
bedroom,
2
bedroom.
Washer/dryer, dishwasher and air.
SPACE! Apts 1/ 2 block from
Campus, 4,3 and 1 bedrooms.
345-6967.
-,..,..-.,-----,---,-.,----,--·2112
Clean house for 3 females, near
campus. 1104 4th Street. $250
each. 345-2564.
.,---,...-,---....,----,-----02113
3 Bedroom, Newly remodeled.
1409 9th st, 2nd floor. Must See!!
$325 per month/per student.
Utilities included. No pets. 3451029
--..,..----,-...,....-...,....--...,---·2113
Large 5 or 6 bedroom house for
'02-'03 school year. Large, spacious rooms, newly remodeled,
must see!! No pets. # of students and rent is negotiable.
$250-$300/mo. Call 708-3863240
-::--::-::-:::--:-..,.-....,.-----·2113
3 BDR, 2 bath apartment, good
location, off street parking, 10 mo
lease starting Aug 1st. Central air,
utilities included in rent, Furnished
if requested. Call 345-4185.
Leave message.

--=~-------,--·211 4

1 BDR apartment, good location,
10 or 12 month lease available
June 1st. Furnished, utilities
included in rent, $450. Call 3454185, leave message.
----..,.---,-.,...,........,.--,--....,..·2114
Now leasing 3&4 Bedroom houses for Fall 2002. Also have 2 bedroom apartments for Fall 2002.
897-6266
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2115

-::-::-..,.----,--.,.,-,....,.--2121
5 Bedroom. house, 716 Grant St.,
1/2 block from Union. 10 month
lease. No pets, trash included.
345-2038.
-..,...-.,----,-----,-2121
4 Bedroom house w/ 2 car
garage, central air, WID, dishwasher. Large year, excellent condition. Must See! 1022 2nd.
$1300. 345-6201 or 581-6367

-=--~-----.,...--------2122

2 Bedroom Apartment across
from Buzzard. 12 mo. lease .
www.eiuapts.com Call 345-2416

-,.-.,-....,~~.,---..,.-------2122

Only 3 3 BR luxurious apartments
and 1 2 BR apartment left for Fall
2002-2003 school. Completely
furnished, near campus. Special
rates offered. Call 345-2516.
.,.-..,..,---------,.,....,---,--::---2127
2 Homes available for Fall. Both
have 5 BRs, 2 Baths, washer,
dryer, A/C, trash paid within 2
blocks campus 345-3253 after 5
or leave message.

=-~----=--=-=-.,...----~2127

For Rent - 2 BR Apt. on Square.
Partially furnished. Available
now/Summer/Fall & Spring. Call
345-4336.
2128
=
E"'
FF=-Ic
-=-I""E.,.,
N-=cy
, .,-A==
PT:. .,..
LOC
-=--=-A
.,.,J=ED AT
501 1/2 TAYLOR FULLY FURNISHED AVAILABLE AUGUST 2002
LEASE AND DEPOSIT REQUIRED.
CALL 345-7522 AFTER 5:30 CALL
345-9462. ASK FOR LARRY.
2128
=
E,...,
XT
=RA
~.,..
N,...,
IC""E:-U
,-P
=s
=-=1"'
A""I=R-s:--::--:
2 BEDROOM
APT
CARPETED
UNFURNISHED A/C-SHOWER.
VERY
QUIET
LOCATION.
DEPOSIT
AND
LEASE
REQUIRED. 345-7522 ASK FOR
LARRY AFTER 5:30 345-9462.
2128
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AT
=ED AT
202 1/2 6TH ST CARPETED,
NEW KITCHEN, BATH WITH
SHOWER, A/C, WASHER &
DRYER. CALL 345-75~ AFTER
5 30 345-9462.
2128
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HARRISON. $180 PER PERSON. 3 BEDROOM HOUSE 1810
JOHNSON. 348-5032.
__________________2128

.,-,..,~-----...,-.,-::--...,....,..-3/8

2BR money saver @ $190/person. CATV & water incl. Don't
miss it. 345-4489, Wood Rentals,
Jim Wood, Realtor.

-::-::-,~--=-==-==-=-=,....,.,.....,--:-:-:3/8

3BR apts, BEST DEAL for$$$ for
3 persons. Good Modem Bldg,
ale. $140/person. 345-4489,
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood,
Realtor.

-::-::-,~----::-.,-.,...,----=-3/8

--..,.----,----,::-,.,.--:-::-:-:--::---00
Leasing for Fall 2002. Several 1
bedroom apts, efficiency apts and a
3 bedroom house all within walking
distance to Eastern. Call 348-0006

........,,..,...---,--..,....,--.,...,.....,-....,...-oo

1 BR apt. furnished/unfurnished.
4 location. 1041 7th St, 9361 4th
St., 4061/2 6th St., 1542 4th
Street. $350-$500/mo. No pets
345-7286

...,---...,....-----.,......,~....,oo

Away from campus, 2 BR furnished/unfurnished. Very nice,
spacious, 106 W Jackson, 124
5th, 210 6th, no pets, 345-7286.

2BR apt, 1/2 block to Rec Ctr.
CATV incl, central ale, some balconies. $230/person. 3454-4489,
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
3/8
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OUSES for 3-5 persons. Unbeatable
floor plan, 3&4 BR, deck, central
ale, washer/dryer, dishwasher, 2
1/2 baths. From $188-$251/person. 345-4489, Wood Rentals,
Jim Wood, Realtor.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/8

2 BR furnished/unfurnished apt.
Great location, laundry, all electric, ale, off street parking. 1041
7th St., no pets, 345-7286.
.,....,,..,.----,----,....,--,-----00
2 BR unfurnished apt, very nice,
all electric, ale, off street parking,
1530 1st. No pets 345-7286.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

For rent

For rent

-=--=~...,........,----,-,...-.,....,..--oo

LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE APTS ~
(across from Carman Hall)

NOW LEASING FOR 2001-2002
•salconies &Patios •central Air •off Street Parking
•Apts. for 2,3, or4 people •ReasonableUtilities •Laundry Facilities

TlERRIFHC
APARTMENTS

221.9S. })f!JJ? APT. #17

Campus Clips
PRIDE Meeting tonight at 7:30pm in Paris Room. Tonight is a business meeting.
If you are going to the conference, it is very important that you turn in yoU'
money ASAP.

No. 1229

Edited by Will Shortz

pists, e.g.
20 Actress Gray
and o thers
21 Hard to keep in
stock, say
22 Obligation
24 Bold competitor
25 Sing

37 Delirious person, often

54 Skittish move

38 Youth
42 Like Bruckner's
Seventh
Symphony
43 Pilot's guidepost

DOWN
1 "Steel
Magnolias•
co-star

44 Turgenev's

2 Galapagos

birthplace
45 Spock, e.g.
Abbr.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

Islands shore
dweller

3 Calmer
4 Access provider
5 Makeup, e.g.
6 Ju mped off the
page, maybe

7 Followed in
Cratchit's footsteps
8 Sacred sites

9 Archaeologist's

30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word eaCh consecutive day
thereaner. 25 cents per word first day for studeniS with valid ID. and 10 cents per word
each consecutive day anerward. 15 word minimum.
DEADL.IIE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY- NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered i llelous or in bad taste.

2BR apts close to Buzzard.
$475/1 2 months, water incl. Low
utilities, A/C, coin laundry, ample
parking.
345-4489,
Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
--,-,::-,.,----,----.,-::----:-3/8
4BR house for 4, great 1Oth Street
location, 1 1/2 baths, a/c. 3454489, Wood Rentals, Jim Wood,
Realtor.

--,.,.,::-,::-,=-::--=---...,-=-==-=-=-=-3/8
LARGE, CLEAN ONE BEDROOM
APARTMENTS CLOSE TO CAMPUS. VERY NICE. 1431 NINTH.
AVAILABLE AUGUST. 348-0209.
3/8
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27 Roosevelt brain 46 Kind of wrap
A CROSS
truster Adolf
1 Center's position
47 Tooth troub le
29
Like some souls 48 A lternative to a
6 "Peanuts• char30 Dapper Dans
steak try
acter
31 Womdown
15 Obviously
50 Practice
amazed
34 Orchestra sec51 Shot past?
tion
16 Heaven
52 Banquets
35 Ready
17 Game needs
53 Made more
attractive
18 Massage there- 36 Like tree leaves

23 Candle holders?

Dates to run:
Ad to read:

Fall Rental. 10 bedroom house, 2
blocks from campus. Huge living
areas, recently remodeled. 8685610, leave message.
-.,.-------..,.-.,----2115
On-campus apts behind EIU
police. 1,3&4 BR Extra nice and
furnished. Available August 2002.
12 month lease. Call for appointment Leave message. 348-0673

Crossword

19 Corrupt

Person accepting ad:
Compositor: _ _
No. words I days: _ _ Amount due: $
Payment:

=-~--,---..,.-,------211 5

destination
10
of Solomon
(noncanonical
book)
11 It may have a
window: Abbr.
12 lrreconcilables

13 Program participant

31 They may be in
a jam

14 Pacing, say

32 Ju st out

23 Gave u p, slangi- 33 Located along a
ly

43 Break down, in
a way

large stream

26 2000 cand idate

34 Fit in

27 Unlikely to
excite

36 Canopy curtain

28 "Down, boy!"

41 Least ingenuou s

38 Mideast's
Desert

46 Pet
47 They don't go
off

30 Boru, Irish
39 Secrets
king who defeat- 40 1947 sound-bared the Norse
rier breaker
49 Starting square

sn 0 rts
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Under deep blue skies, games Clark gives America its
bring excitement, fun to Utah first golden moment
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) - They began with a
solemn tribute to a tom flag, then quickly turned to the
business of fun. Huge crowds cheered, the home team's
athletes soared and Americans watched as never before.
The Winter Olympics opened to rave reviews on a
weekend where even the weather cooperated, with
skies clearing to reveal a picturesque scene of snowy
mountains towering over the city's Mormon Temple.
A $310 million security plan worked almost flawlessly, people partied In the streets and U.S. athletes
quickly grabbed a gold and two silver medals In their
bid to make this truly America's Games.
Even some traffic snarls and a disappointing run for
American skier D aron Rahlves couldn't spoil an openIng few days that were more spectacular than even the
proudest Olympic boosters could had hoped.
"I thought it would be a great big mess. I had my ifs,
ands and buts," said Charles Adams of Provo, his four
grandchildren In tow on a downtown street. "It's been
great."
There was even dancing and drinking, much to the

Medals breakdown
Here is the current medal count for the 2002 Salt Lake City
Olympics aner Day 2 of competition.

Country
IAusbia

I

~
~
~

Gold Silver Bronze Total

1

1

3

5

1

2

0

3

1

1

0

2

1

1

0

2

delight of visitors who worried that Salt Lake City
would be too staid and its liquor laws too complex to
allow full enjoyment of the games.
An Olympics that was once mired In scandal and
fmandal turmoil made its debut on time and on budget In a state eager to show the world its good side.

PARK CIT Y, Utah (AP) OK, snowboarders, maybe the
Olympics really are cool, after all.
Kelly Clark flew higher and
nailed more dangerous tricks than
anyone In the halfpipe Sunday to
become the ftrst American to take
gold at the Salt Lake City
Olympics.
"I can't even explain what I'm
feeling right now," Clark said.
With rock music blaring over
her headphones, she flew, twisted
and slid her way down the hollowed-out snow chute In the ftnal
run of a thrilling day.
The crowd of 16,500 was the
biggest these athletes had ever
performed In front of. It was a
great day under a crystal-blue sky
that might have muted many critics - In and out of the sport - who
wondered whether snowboarding

really belonged In the Olympics.
"Snowboarders have their reputations," Clark said. "But my
doing this, especially In the U.S.,
says a lot. Maybe it will shine a
light on snowboarding, and people will look at it In a different
way."
Clark's mark of 47.9 easily beat
D oriane Vidal of France, who
scored a 43.0 to win the silver, the
first medal of these Olympics for
her country.
Fabienne
Reuteler
of
Switzerland won the bronze.
American Shannon Dunn, the
bronze medalist In 1998, finished
fifth and teammate Tricia Byrnes
was sixth.
The 18-year-old Clark won
the gold with 30 seconds of drama
and tension In which most of the
fans were squarely on her side.

Classifiedadv~r!i2iD.g _ _ __
For rent

For rent

For rent

For sale

Roomates

Announcements

3 BR furnished apts, ale, very
nice, 1051 7th St & 4061/2 6th St.
Parking, no pets, 345-7286.

AVAILABLE FALL - 2 Bedroom
Furnished & Unfurnished Apts.
Stove, Refrig, A/C, Trash paid.
Adults
$230
each
Two
Unfurnished/
$250
each
Furnished. 2002 S 12th Street.
Call 348-7746

Four or more students needed to
lease large Brittany Ridge
Townhouse for 200212003 school
year. Central air, dishwasher, disposal, washer & dryer. Trash paid.
Available August 15th. No pets.
Deposit and last month's rent at
signing. 345-6370. Leave message.

FOR SALE: Sony CD Player, Sony
Receiver, Bose Speakers, $350.
$348-1360 after 6pm
___________________2/14

Girl Roommate needed. Fal2002-03,
Fully furnished house, dose to campus. $275/rnonth, 10 ~lease.
_________________.2/15

Sublessors

Personals

---,-~~~--~--~-...,--,·00

NEEDED: SUBLESSORS FOR
SPRING 2002(2 LARGE 2 BEDROOMAPTS) LOCATED ON 9TH ST.
MID-CMPUS. FULLY FURNISHED,
INDIRECT
WALL
LIGHTING,
CERAMIC llLED LMNG ROOMS
AND KITCHENS AND SKY LIGHTS.
FORADDITlONAL LEASING INFORMAllON, CALL 348-0157 OR 5813681 CY www.larYnar4Jiqlert.corn.

Happy four month anniversary,
sweet pea!! It has been a blast.
Love you lots!! Cutes
2/11

Spring Break 2002 Jamaica,
Cancun, Bahamas, or Florida.
Join Student Travel Services,
America's #1 Student Tour
Operator. Promote trips at
Eastern Illinois University and
EARN CASH or FREE TRIPS.
Information/Reservations 1-800648-4849 or www.ststravel.com.
2/22

~~----~--------~00

2 BR townhouse apartment.
Furnished. Trash pick-up included. 2 blocks from campus. Call
348-0350

~~~~~~~~~~00

Fall 2002 - 2 BR furnished apartment. Low utilities. 10 month
lease. Near campus. 345-5048.

~----~----~~--~00

Upperc l assme n /Graduate
Students. SINGLE EFFI CIENCY
APARTMENT. Available for 2002
school year. Quiet neighbomood.
Close to campus. Furnished.
Utilities included. 10 or 12 month
lease.$320. 345-7678.
00
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~TS
161 1 9TH ST. 1 BLOCK EAST OF
OLD MAIN. NOW LEASING
SUMMER 2002 and FALL 20022003. APARTMENTS COMPLETELY
FURNISHED-HEAT
AND GARBAGE ALSO FURNISHED. 3 MONTHS AND 9
MONTHS. CALL 345-7136.

~~~~~~~----~00

MUST RENT!! 2-4 bedroom
house. 1 Block from campus.
Spring Semester. 345-5088.

~~~~--~----~~00

MUST SEE!! 4 Bedroom 1 Block
from campus. Beginning Summer
or Fall 02. 345-5088

~~~--=-~~--~~00

Near Morton Park. Three students
needed to lease large 3 bedroom
1 1/2 bath house for 2002/03
school year. Central air, large
yard, basement, garage, washer
and dryer. Available August 15th.
Deposit and last month's rent at
signing. No pets. 345-6370.
Leave message.

~--~~--~--~--~00

Lease NOW to July - 2 Bedroom
unfurnished apartment w/garage.
Close to Campus - Stove, Refrig,
dishwasher, 1 car garage.
Trash/water paid. Two Adults
$250 each per month. 955 4th
Street. Call348-7746
00
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LARGE 2 & 3 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS LOCATED NEXT
TO THE BUZZARD BUILDING.
RECENTLY RECARPETED. FOR
LEASING INFORMATION CALL
348-0157 OR 581-3681 or
www.lanmanproperties.com.

~--~~--------~~00

Lease NOW to July - AVAILABLE
FALL 2 Bedroom Unfurnished
Apartment. Stove, Refrig, A/C.
Trash paid. Two Adults $230
each per month. 1305 18th
Street. Call 348-7746.

------------------~00

~~~~=-~~~~~00

NICE STUDIO 1, 2 AND 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS, FURNISHED. CLOSE TO CAMPUS
AND BUZZARD.
SEPARATE
LEASES, POOL, VOLLEYBALL
COURT AND LAUNDRY. LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE. 345-6000.
00
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NICE, CLOSE TO CAMPUS,
UNFURNISHED HOUSES. NO
PETS. $275 PER MONTH PER
PERSON. 12 MONTH LEASE.
345-3148

=---==---~--,...,--,~~--~00

For Rent 1,2, and 3 bedroom furnished apartments on campus.
Signing incentives. Call348-1479
00
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1,2, & 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS.
ALL APARTMENTS
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. PHONE
345-6533 (OLDE).

~~~=-=--,--,.=-~=-~....,00

BELL RED DOORAPTS. 1,2, & 3
BEDROOM,
OFF
STREET
PARKING. OFFICE 345-1266
OR 346-3161.

1,2,3&4 Bedroom Apts. Available
2002-2003 fall -Spring school
year. Leases begin Aug 15, 2002.
10 &11 month leases available.
Security deposit required. No pets
3&4 Bedroom units. Choice location, close to campus. 348-8305
---------------...,--------00
House for sale 4 students directly
across from Old Main on 7th.
348-8406
-:---:-------...,-------::-----,-00
6 Bedroom house, 2 Bath,
Furnished, No pets. 2 Bedroom
Apt attached. 1415 9th st. Call
Zac 348-8994.
_________________.2 /11

For sale
Futon for sale. L ke new - very
nice mattress. $150. Call 3454604.
_________________.2 /12

------------------~02

Roomates
Must ren~ lice house dose to campus.
1 room available br spmg semester, 2
for Slm1'1ef and fal $175'1'l'Klfih and
shared ldties. 348-3968
2/12
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Male/Female. 4 bedroom house
w/2 baths. Close to campus.
Available May 2002 - May 2003.
113 Division St. Call 512-0389
___________________2/14

ooor£SBURY

Announcements
Academic
Advising
Center
Summer/Fall 02 Registration
Appointments will start on
Monday, February 11th. Must be
made in person at 9th st Hall.
.,.----,---,.------,~~-----·2/1 1
Spring Break 2002 Panama City
Beach or Daytona. Special
OFFER-from $99, Quality Hotels,
Lowest Price Guaranteed!!!!! Book
9 friends, GO FREE!! SPRING
BREAK HOTLINE 1-800-962-8262
_________________.2/12
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Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas &
Florida! Best Parties, Best Hotels,
Best Prices! Space is Limited!!! 1800-234-7007 www.endlesssummertours.com
___________________3/1

IN THE

IIDillN

For classifieds call 581-2812
BY GARRY TRUDEAU

...,--...,--.,..,--,...,--~---,-,---~-00

Avail 11/01- June 02: • Newly
remolded, 4 Bedroom house,
Central Air, Off-street parking.
Walking distance to EIU. 276-5537

Hffl<&

YOU~

511?.

I

...,--...,------------~---00

1 bedroom apt, 1 or 2 persons,
1542 4th st. excellent. condition,
all electricity, da quiet, reserve
parking. No pets 345-7286

-,--,--...,------------,---~00

2 bedroom apt, across from Rec
center excellent condition . all
electricity, da, parking. No pets
345-7286.

~~~~~-----,--.,.-...,-~00

APARTMENTS1,2,3 bdrm
excellent location, excellent condition. furnished & unfurnished.
No pets. 345-7286

...,----,-~---------,--...,--~00

ALL GALS very clean 2 bdrm furnished apt water, trash, laundry
room all included for $260/each
on the comer 1111 2nd St right to
park . Daytime 235-3373 Evening
348-5427.

~...,----~=-~--...,----~00
2- Large 2 Bedroom Apts, furnished or unfurnished 904 7th St.
No pets. Call 345-7286.

~~~=-=-------...,---~-00

2003-2003 Furnished house for 45 girls on campus. 10 month
lease. 345-5048.
___________________00

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

BY MIKE PETERS
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Loss
from Page 16

Colin McAuiliffe/Associate photo editor

Eastern's Jimmy Kasner gets ready to restart his match against Northern's Jack Dennis Sunday in a meet at
Lantz Arena. Dennis won 11-8.

Bests
from Page 16
the No. 20 spot.
Adam Mariott also had a personal best in the event with a time
of 15:00.51.
"The distance races were just
outstanding for us," Akers said.
"Everyone looked really strong."
James Benson qualifted for the

finals in the 60-meter dash where
he had a time of 6.92.
"H e's missed some training
because of a knee injury," Akers
said.
"And I think it's starting to
show. We'll have to get after it this
week."
Ron White had a personal best
in the weight throw with a ftfthplace toss of 55-feet, 4-and-threequarter-inches.

T he indoor track season is
quickly coming to a close with the
Ohio Valley Conference meet only
two weeks away.
"We've got to cut the squad
down to 25 people for the conference," Akers said. "So we want to
see everyone start to peak now. It'll
be tough to cut some people who
are currently top 10 in the conference, but it's a good luxury to
have."

At 285 pounds, Joe Gleissner wrestled an exciting back-and-forth
match with Jon Lovrich. The two
wrestlers traded control throughout
the match. G leissner had a near fall
over Lovrich and they each pulled
out reversals against one another.
At the end of the time in the
match the score was tied.
Unfortunatly, Northern was awarded one point for riding time which
was what the difference in the
match was.
G leissner lost 7-6.
"There were tight matches at
197
and
heavy
weights,"
McCausland said. "There were four
pivotal matches this dual and we
didn't get any of them."
At 125 pounds, Eastern's
Brandon Murphy lost a major decision to Marlon Felton 14-2, with
Northern winning the dual 14-0.
Eastern caught its ftrst break at
133 pounds when Pat Dowty
stepped up and defeated his opponen,t pinning Sam H iatt from
Northern in under two minutes.
At 141, Nick Cirrincione was
defeated 5-2 by Oliver Vasquez to

give Northern an 18-6lead heading
into the seventh match.
Panther Freshman Andy Coyle
stepped up at 149 and defeated his
counterpart, Alex Nelson, 7-4.
At 157, Frank DeFilippis had
his work cut out for him, taking on
Northern senior Scott Owen who
went into the match with a 23-1
record and a national ranking of
No.7. Owen pulled out the victory
over DeFilippis 13-3.
Sam Smith was the next
Panther to fall after losing the 165pound bout 0-6 against Bryce
Hasemann.
For the final match of the day,
at 174 pounds, Louis Taylor held
on to win his match in overtime, 31 against Bill Lowney, but it made
no difference as the Panthers ended
up losing by a score of 25- 12.
"We should have easily won six
out of 10 matches but we only won
three," McCausland said. " We
were 1-for-5 in matches that were
decided in the last minutes. Crucial
mistakes and not comrniting to the
end is what did it.
"We have to increase tempo and
fmd match point. We have to fmd
the drive or internal fortitude to
bring us through the last scoring
series," he said.

I loveto advertise
inthe
Daily Eastern News.
It's the coolest!

Uniq~e Homes Properties
345.5022
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
RENTWITHUS

MAI<E ME A N O FFER
We offer the Best-Most Energy Efficient

Apartments in town!

SECONDS FROM CAMPUS
Who else offers HOT TUBS -SAUNASWEIGHT EQUIPMENT-INDOOR POOL for

FREE
Fully Furnish ed
Sofa, Love Seat, Coffee Table, 2 End Tables,
Kitchen Table & Chairs, Bed and Chest
Stove, Prig, D.W. & G.D.

C all today a nd ask for Yvette
B RING IN THIS AD FOR $1oo off

Aduertise and make
m o r e MO N E ~ !!!

EIU
BOOKSTORE
February 11 - 13
10- 3
Monday - Wednesd ay

~
www.artcarved.com/college
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Inside
Women's basketball struggles on road. Page 14
Winter Olympics coverage. Page 13

16

Thursday: Women's basketball vs. M urray State
Lantz Arena, 5:15p.m.
Thursday: Men's basketball vs. Murray State
Lantz Arena, 7:10p.m.
Friday: MIW swimming at Midwest Classic Champ.

Men's track

Men's basketball

Panthers
break bests
in Butler
Canon IV

Split breaks Panther slump

By Nate Bloomquist

Sports editor

EKU avenges earlier loss,
Eastern rebounds to
defeat Morehead State
By Kristin Rojek

Associate sports editor

Eastern had a need for speed in
Indianapolis this weekend.
The men's track squad shattered
plenty of personal bests at the twoday Canon IV meet on the campus
of
Butler
University
in
Indianapolis. Team scores weren't
kept in the meet that had competitors from over 30 schools.
Senior j arrod Macklin had
arguably the best showing for the
Panthers. He took flrst place in the
200-meter dash with a time of
21.67 seconds and flnished third in
the 400 with a time of 47.51.
Panther freshman Toby Atwoo
took eighth in the 200 with a time
of 21.93.
"He was disappointed with his
showing," Eastern men's track
coach Tom Akers said. "T hat just
shows how lofty his goals are."
Macklin had an adventurous
route to his third place in the 400.
He began the race by jumping out
of the blocks early. The officials
didn't see the false start and before
he could get reset in the starting
blocks, the gun flred .
Macklin quickly caught up with
the rest of the pack, but on the fmal
tum Athenian Athletics' Fabian
Rollins, who fmished second, cut in
front of Macklin. H e was tripped
up a bit, but managed to hold on to
third by j ust under a second.
Despite the mishaps, it was
Macklin's second fastest time of the
season in the 400. Macklin is working toward a fmish under the 47second mark in the 400, an event
where he has the No. 4 time in the
nation.
The Panther distance runners
continued their dominance despite
the tough fleld.
Kevin Atkins cut three seconds
off his personal best with a time of
4:21.7 in the one-mile run to fmish
No. 36. john Sipple had a time of
4:25.27 and probably would've had
a personal best had he not taken a
fall near the halfway point of the
race.
"He got right back up and was
able to catch everyone," Akers said.
"I think most other guys would've
stayed on the track and not gotten
back in the race."
josh \Tance flnished seventh in
the 3,000-meter run. H e flnished
in a time of 8:27.42, a personal
best. jeff jonaitis, Ryan H all and
Andy Derks fmished in the No.
15-17 spots.
Kyle O'Brien had a personal
best in the 5,000- meter run with a
time of 14:31.3, good enough for

See BESTS Page 15

After losing four of its last flve conference
games, the men's basketball team rose out of its
lethargic state to defeat Morehead State 76-68
Saturday night on the road.
Eastern (13-12, 6-5) dropped three of its last
four consecutive road games, most recently
Thursday at Eastern Kentucky 76-70.
"I thought we looked awful lethargic," head
coach Rick Samuels said on WHQQ-FM
(98.9) after Eastern's loss to Eastern Kentucky.
"We looked tired. We looked like we couldn't
run the floor. I don't think we understand that
we have to take people out of games early, especially on the road."
But the Panthers' mood shifted Saturday at
Morehead State (13-9, 7 -4) as defensive efforts
lifted Eastern out of its road slump, handing
them a much-needed victory.
"That's the Panther team I'm aware of,"
Samuels said. "There was a solid performance
by everybody. We really did a good job defensively."
Eastern managed to keep the Eagles at a
distance for the flnal flve minutes of play with a
62-55 lead.
Sophomore guard jason Wright stepped up
for the Panthers with a three-point shot less
than three minutes left to play. H is offensive
efforts were balanced by defensive efforts as

Wrestling

Bill Ruthhar t/Staff photographer

Eastern junior Henry Domercant (No. 44) drives in the lane during the Panthers' game against
Eastern Kentucky Jan. 10 in Lantz Arena. The Panthers lost to the Colonels Thursday in a 76-70
tilt.
Wright stole the ball from Morehead and
attempted a layup.
The shot didn't go down, but sophomore
center jesse Mackinson found the rebound,
made the shot and was fouled on the play to
make the score 68-59.
"jason Wright made some big plays down

the stretch," Samuels said. "Everybody gave us
what they could give us."
With nearly a minute left to play, Morehead
sophomore Ricky Minard attempted to salvage
the game for the Eagles with a three-pointer for
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Northern Illinois 25, Panthers 12

Huskies hand Eastern its ninth loss
Kevin Mulcahy
Staff v.riter

Colin McAuliffe/ Associate photo editor

Eastern heavyweight Joe Gleissner (right) tries to dump Northern's Jon Lovrich during Sunday's home
meet. Gleissner lost the bout 7-6 and Eastern lost to the Huskies 25-12.

The Panther wrestlers were
hunted down by the Huskies from
Northern Illinois Sunday in 25 -12
defeat - Eastern's ninth of the season.
Eastern had some trouble flnishing out matches, which ended up
being the key reason for the defeat.
"Northern has been wrestling
well especially of late," head
Ralph
wrestling
coach
McCausland said. "There were a
couple of matches where they just
out-wrestled us, but there were four
matches where the last person to
score would've won the match. We
didn't get any of them."
The meet began at the 184pound weight class with Kyle
Bracey wrestling Northern's Ben
Heizer, who is ranked No. 11 in the
country. H eizer won the match
15-3, a major decision over Bracey,
giving Northern a four-point lead
in the match.
Panther jim Kessner lost a close
match to his opponent jack Dennis
of Northern 11-8.
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